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Abstract: This paper presents a novel approach of using machine learning algorithms based on
experts’ knowledge to classify web pages into three predefined classes according to the degree
of content adjustment to the search engine optimization (SEO) recommendations. In this study,
classifiers were built and trained to classify an unknown sample (web page) into one of the three
predefined classes and to identify important factors that affect the degree of page adjustment. The
data in the training set are manually labeled by domain experts. The experimental results show
that machine learning can be used for predicting the degree of adjustment of web pages to the
SEO recommendations—classifier accuracy ranges from 54.59% to 69.67%, which is higher than the
baseline accuracy of classification of samples in the majority class (48.83%). Practical significance of
the proposed approach is in providing the core for building software agents and expert systems to
automatically detect web pages, or parts of web pages, that need improvement to comply with the
SEO guidelines and, therefore, potentially gain higher rankings by search engines. Also, the results
of this study contribute to the field of detecting optimal values of ranking factors that search engines
use to rank web pages. Experiments in this paper suggest that important factors to be taken into
consideration when preparing a web page are page title, meta description, H1 tag (heading), and
body text—which is aligned with the findings of previous research. Another result of this research is
a new data set of manually labeled web pages that can be used in further research.

Keywords: search engine optimization; SEO optimization; on-page optimization; classification;
machine learning

1. Introduction

The functionality and effectiveness of web pages partially also depend on their ranking
within the search engine results, which themselves depend on various factors. These factors
are known [1–6], but their impact on rank has not been fully reported. Webmasters and
web authors that are called search engine optimization experts (SEO experts) can, based on
their experience and knowledge, easily estimate if a certain web page has been optimized
for certain keywords and follows the SEO guidelines published by the popular search
engines. SEO guidelines are suggestions on how web pages should be built to ensure that
search engine algorithms can better understand and rank them [7,8].

The importance of web page factors that impact the rank in search engines has been
extensively investigated in the field of SEO [1–6]. The research methods frequently used
in the SEO context are based on analyzing high-ranking web pages and their characteris-
tics, as well as experimenting with content changes and how they impact the rank. The
approach in this research was different: We used experts’ knowledge to generate a model
for automatically classifying new web pages and extracting relevant factors that influence
the ranking of web pages in Search Engine Results’ Pages (SERP).

The first goal of our research was to use machine learning techniques for building a
classification model that will automatically classify web pages according to the degree of
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adjustment to SEO optimization guidelines. In building the model, SEO experts’ knowledge
was used. The second goal was to determine relevant on-page factors that affect the degree
of SEO optimization by using the developed classification models. Such an approach to
identification of relevant factors is novel in the field of SEO. On-page SEO factors are
various factors that are related to web page content, including the text on a web page, text
in meta tags, links, images, and HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) code.

Our research hypothesis was that by using machine learning algorithms to classify
web pages according to their on-page SEO optimization we could achieve better accuracy
than the baseline. The hypothesis would be accepted if the built classification models
achieved better classification accuracy than that obtained by the baseline classification of
samples in the majority class.

Based on research goals and hypothesis this study attempted to answer the following
research questions (RQ):

RQ1: What are important on-page ranking factors that can be extracted by using
experts’ knowledge and machine learning?

RQ2: Do extracted ranking factors align with previous research?
RQ3: What is the accuracy of models for web page classification based on their

utilization of on-page SEO?
The data for this research were extracted from a random sample of web pages from the

DMOZ (open directory at https://dmoz-odp.org/) directory. The labels of the directory
folders were used as keywords. Figure 1 represents the research workflow.
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The proposed approach consisted of four main phases:

(1) Selection of a random sample of web pages,
(2) Classification of web pages into three predefined categories by SEO experts according

to utilization of on-page SEO in respect to a given set of keywords,
(3) Building and evaluation of classification models, and
(4) Extraction of important factors from the classification models.

The first phase included building the data set by randomly sampling 600 web pages
from the DMOZ directory and extracting the keywords from category titles that they belong
to. In this experiment, 600 web pages were included in the sample. In the second phase, we
used three independent SEO experts to label the web pages according to their SEO quality
against the given keywords by classifying them into three predefined categories: low,
medium, and high—depending on how well they utilize the on-page SEO guidelines. The
data set built in this phase represented input for the next phase—building the classification
models using several machine learning algorithms. The classification results from this

https://dmoz-odp.org/
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phase were used in the last phase, where relevant factors that affect the classification were
extracted and evaluated from the web pages having the highest SEO quality, i.e., those that
have been classified into the high class.

The presented research was performed on English web pages, but the proposed
approach is general and can be adopted for other languages.

2. Search Engine Optimization

Search engine optimization is often referred to in the literature as one of the Internet
marketing techniques. It involves processes by which SEO experts try to gain high rankings
in search engine results’ pages on selected keywords. Search engines present their search
results in two parts: organic, or natural, results and paid results (advertisements). SEO
focuses on organic results, which are generated according to search engine algorithms.
Ranking in paid results depends on the price bid for a given keyword and the advertisement
quality score [9]. Since ranking in organic results cannot be paid, a high organic search
ranking is harder to achieve. Optimizing pages to rank higher in organic results requires
deeper knowledge about ranking algorithms of a specific search engine and technical
knowledge about web pages (HTML code), which is the domain of webmasters.

While for advertisements in search engines various certifications exist (e.g., Google
Ads certification), for SEO no official certification has been devised. Consequently, the term
SEO expert used in this paper cannot be exactly defined. However, it can be considered
that the term should encompass experts who need to have knowledge about search engines
and the web page-building process [10].

Search engines use algorithms for web page rankings that include various factors [6].
Most of these factors are known, but their role and impact on ranking have not been exactly
specified by the SEO guidelines. Search engines publish their guidelines on how these
factors should be employed [7,8], but do not reveal the golden rule or formula that will get
a web page on the top of a search results’ listing. Factors that affect ranking are divided
into two groups: on-page and off-page factors.

2.1. On-Page Factors

On-page factors include web page content characteristics that are under the full
influence of the webmaster. They include web page text, links, images, tables, navigations,
URLs, file names, and HTML code. The following on-page factors are highlighted in
guidelines published by search engines [7,8]:

• Text quality (including information quality),
• Clear navigation,
• Page title (HTML “title” tag),
• Meta-description (HTML “meta description” tag),
• Using H tag for marking titles (H1, H2, H3, etc.),
• ALT attribute on images (short image description),
• Anchor text of links,
• URL (address) of the page (including the domain name),
• Web page loading speed, and
• HTML code-to-content ratio (must be in favor of the content).

This list is not exhaustive. A set of on-page factors includes a lot more factors with
less impact (like the domain age, for example). All those factors have one thing in common:
They can be controlled, unlike off-page factors, where such a high degree of control is
not possible.

2.2. Off-Page Factors

Off-page factors, or factors that are not related to the content of a web page and depend
on various external impacts, are core factors that affect today’s search engine algorithms.
These are the factors that are mainly out of the control of the web page author. Among the
most important off-page factors are incoming and outgoing links and their quality and
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recommendations from social media sites [11]. Some of the first algorithms that used links
for ranking web pages were PageRank [12] and HITS [13]. They treated links as votes,
assuming that web pages with more links were more important and should therefore be
positioned higher in search results.

Off-page factors will not be discussed in detail since they were not the subject of the
research in this paper.

2.3. Keywords

The SEO process always begins with keywords, that is, one or more words that Internet
users use when searching for information on search engines. They are search queries that
can also be formulated as questions that today’s search engines can answer. Nevertheless,
using keywords is still a more common method than using questions in searching for
information on search engines [14]. In most cases, users use queries containing two to three
words, which is considered to be the best approach when searching on search engines [4,5].

For a web page to appear in organic search engine results’ pages, it needs to contain
the keywords in both on-page and off-page factors. The basic idea behind SEO is to find
keywords that will push the web page high in search engine result pages.

Keywords are important in various fields of study. They are used to find spam web
pages [15], malicious content [16], fake news [17], and to trick search engines’ algorithms
by employing unethical techniques called “black hat SEO” [18]. To classify web pages
based on text topic, or to suggest keywords for SEO process, keyword suggestion systems
were developed [19,20]. In this study, keywords were not extracted from page body, but
from catalogue category.

3. Related Work

Ranking factors and their impact on web page rankings in search engines are topics of
a lot of research work. Search engines usually publish only a short list of ranking factors,
without disclosing their overall relevance in the ranking formula. Because of that, a lot of
studies have focused on identifying relevant ranking factors and understanding how they
impact web page rankings.

In [21] the authors established a mapping between the ranking factors and the web
page usability. They concluded that adjusting web pages to the SEO guidelines will, in fact,
increase the web page usability and vice versa. In [22] authors researched keyword density
and keyword position in the web page content and their impacts on rankings, proposing
optimal keyword frequencies. They also built a prediction system for web page ranking.
In the study in [3] authors took rank prediction one step further by employing princi-
ples of reverse engineering in analyzing highly positioned websites to extract important
ranking factors.

Comprehensive research on on-page ranking factors that affect web page visibility in
search engine results is presented in [4,5]. The authors explored the impact of keyword
frequencies in the page title and body on search results on various search engines. Their
experiment showed that having keywords in the page title affects ranking and that the
optimal keyword frequency is three. Pages with higher frequencies in the title exhibited
the worst results. The analysis of keywords in the web page body (full text) indicated that
pages with higher frequencies of keywords ranked higher.

In [5] the authors researched the impact of meta data on page rankings. They selected
three factors concerning the meta data: “meta title” (text in the HTML “title” tag), “meta
subject” (text in the HTML “meta subject” tag), and “meta description” (text in the HTML
“meta description” tag). The results showed that pages containing meta data ranked higher
than pages without those data. Various combinations of the meta data on pages were also
tested. Pages with all three types of meta data ranked better than pages containing just
two or one meta data type.

The study in [22] extended the previous experiments into several directions. The
authors proved that based on only a few factors it is possible to predict a correct rank
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of seven out of 10 pages on search engines Google and Bing. The dominant factor in
their model was “PR” (PageRank), which is an off-page factor, the second most important
factor was the variable “HOST” (domain name), followed by “TITLE” (title tag in HTML),
“M_DES” (meta-description of the HTML document), and “PATH” (URL path with the
file name of the document). In the same study the authors investigated the SEO experts’
scoring. In a survey about ranking factors that was conducted among 37 experts, the
following factors were obtained (sorted by importance, from the more important toward
the less important ones): keywords in the “title” tag, anchor text in inbound links, global
popularity of the web page URL, web page age, popularity of internal links, topic relevance
of incoming links, popularity of links inside topic groups, keyword in the web page body,
global popularity of linked pages, and topic connections of linked pages.

In [3] the authors applied reverse engineering to extract the five most important
ranking factors: URL length, keyword in the domain name, keyword frequency in H1 tag,
keyword frequency in the page title (“title” tag), and number of layers in the URL. Similar
results about ranking factor importance were obtained in [23–26], which showed that most
of the ranking factors had not considerably changed over the last few years.

Author of [27] suggested a metric that combines ranking factors and assesses the page
according to the degree of adjustment to the SEO guidelines. The proposed metric is a
linear combination of ranking factors that are empirically set (i.e., they are not learned).

In [28] the authors conducted a detailed literature review of SEO factors that affect
rankings on SERP. They listed 24 website characteristics that were determined as important
factors, including on-page and off-page factors. In the on-page factors’ group, keywords
in the title tag and keyword density in various parts of a web page were identified as the
most important factors.

Of 14 SEO factors used in [29] only two were off-page (backlinks), while among the
on-page factors, eight were exactly the same as the ones used in our research. In general,
there is a great deal of agreement between authors in this field regarding the choice of
on-page factors used in research on SEO.

In [30] the authors used experts’ evaluation by means of an interview and the survey
method to find out significant website SEO factors. The results of their research showed
that meta tags are the factor that has the most significant influence on search engine ranking,
followed by keywords in content and the website design.

The in-depth analysis of ranking factors is presented in the master thesis [31]. Similar
to our research, the author conducted a survey on a large number of digital marketing
companies exploring their opinion on ranking factors. Results showed that the page level
keyword frequency-related factors occupied the third and fourth places (out of 8) in terms
of their importance for web page ranking (with link-related factors in the first place and
social metrics in the last place). In our research, we also based extraction of relevant factors
on the experts, but instead of surveys we used machine learning classification algorithms
on manually labeled web pages.

The PhD thesis [32] also focused on SEO factors for increasing the visibility of websites.
The primary method in this thesis was an experimental website case study for the purpose
of which an on-page SEO model was built based on the SEO techniques that were successful
in the past. The techniques used in this research also included keyword-based methods in
various parts of a web page and HTML code.

Article [33] explored web page classification methods and usage scenarios where a
machine learning algorithm was employed to classify web pages in predefined categories
based on features extracted from text and HTML tags. Results suggested that HTML tags
play an important role in methods based on keyword frequencies to identify web page
topics, and that they are understudied in classification.

Similar problems were addressed in [34], which explored classification of web pages
that is language independent. They proposed a deep learning algorithm that overcomes
the language barrier and successfully classifies web pages based on their function.
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In [35] the authors used machine learning algorithms to predict web page rank in
SERP for pages in the e-commerce gift industry. They researched 30 blogs in the selected
industry that occupied first-page Google ranking. They tested two machine learning
models (LightGBM and XGBoost) and conducted feature analysis, which showed that the
features that had most impact are links, domain security, and H3 headings, while other
keyword-related frequencies were not shown as significant in this research. The factors
explored are very similar to the ones used in our research: length of text; counts of H1, H2,
and H3 tags; their length; and keyword frequencies in tags, URL, and meta tags.

Web page classification for various purposes is an extensive field of study. One of the
most popular categorization tasks is web spam classification [15–17]. Features’ extraction
for this task is also a topic of much research [36]. This study contributes to the field of web
page classification by exploring classification based on SEO recommendations—which is
understudied.

Unethical, or “black hat”, SEO techniques are outlined in [18]. They include various
tricks to fool search engines, like keyword stuffing (to increase keyword density), creation
of doorway pages (automatically generated pages to target certain keywords), content
copying, hiding text or links, cloaking (creating different page versions for search engines
and humans), etc. Today search engines are constantly improving their algorithms to beat
“black hat” SEO. Methods used in this research can also contribute to this field.

Recently, SEO was also used in academic databases and search engines. This area is
called “Academic SEO” or “ASEO”. Its focus is on academic research articles and their
rankings in academic search engines like Google scholar, Microsoft academia, Scopus, and
similar. Authors of [37] addressed these topics by calculating correlation between ranking
and citations, concluding that citation count is one of the main ranking factors. We can see
that ASEO is different than classic SEO. It involves different factors and techniques, which
were out of the scope of this paper.

A common practice in the latest SEO research is to evaluate websites using SEO
tools and compare the results with external rankings. For example, in [38] the authors
compared SEO quality of university websites with rankings on Academic Ranking of World
Universities (ARWU) Shanghai list.

Based on our analysis of previous research, we established that the list of on-page
ranking factors, which was given in the earlier section of this paper, is relevant for the
adjustment of web pages to the SEO guidelines that are published by popular search
engines. In most of the studies available, the researchers used search results as the starting
point and observed the best ranked web pages to identify the important ranking factors.
The approach in our paper was different: To identify the important factors, the knowledge
of SEO experts was used and machine learning techniques were applied on the data set
manually labeled by the experts in the scoring process. This approach was intended to
allow us to identify on-page ranking factors more objectively since their source is not
affected by off-page factors or their current rank on a search engine.

4. Machine Learning

Machine learning is a field of artificial intelligence that deals with algorithms whose
efficiency is improved based on empirical data. It is an interdisciplinary field that includes
statistics, data science, databases, and other related fields from information science. The
goal of machine learning is learning from data so that machines can predict variable values,
spot interesting structures, or recognize patterns. There are two main types of machine
learning: supervised and unsupervised, depending on whether the data used for learning
are marked or not [39].

In supervised learning the value of the dependent variable is known, and learning is
performed on the data with the goal to predict a future value of the variable based on the
data in independent variables. If the dependent variable is continuous (numeric), then it is
a regression problem, and if it is categorical (nominal), it is a classification problem. Linear
regression can be mathematically written as:
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y = w0 + w1x1 + w2x2 . . . + wnxn (1)

where y is the dependent variable; x1, x2, . . . , xn are independent variables; and w0, w1,
. . . , wn are weight factors.

In unsupervised learning the dependent variable y is not known in the data. The
aim of unsupervised learning is not the prediction of the dependent variable but finding
interesting structures in the data. The best examples of this are clustering algorithms that
group data based on their characteristics (independent variables).

In the classification problem a dependent variable y is assigned a label of one (single-
label classification) or more (multi-label classification) predefined classes based on the
values of independent variables. In our research we used a single-label classification
whereby the websites were classified into only one of the three predefined classes.

The topic of this paper is on-page adjustments of web pages to the SEO guidelines.
We defined three classes of adjustments: low, medium, and high SEO adjustments. The
data were marked by SEO experts in accordance with the class that they belong to. Since
the dependent variable was nominal in building the models, classification methods were
used. The following section provides a short introduction to the most popular classification
methods that are used in data science [40] and digital marketing [41] and, therefore, in this
research also.

4.1. Classification Methods
4.1.1. Decision Trees

Decision trees are one of the most popular classification methods that give inter-
pretable results. Trees contain decision nodes from which they are branched further down
until they reach the leaves, or nodes, at the lowest level, where a class is specified. These
kinds of trees are used for classifying a new data sample (instance).

Most popular decision trees algorithms are ID3, C4.5, CART, CHAID, and QUEST [39].
Even though they can be used for regression, their most common use is in classification
tasks. The main advantages of decision trees are their interpretability (easy to explain),
they do not have any underlying data assumptions, and they are not affected by outliers.
Disadvantages are sensitivity to data variety, they can be complex and slow in training,
and tend to overfit (if we do not prune it).

4.1.2. Naïve Bayes Classifier

The naïve Bayes classification method uses the Bayes conditional probability theory
and starts with the naïve assumption that all attributes (variables) are independent of each
other and equally important [42]. It is often used in the domain of information retrieval.
The Bayes conditional probability rule is:

P(A|B) = P(B|A)P(A)

P(B)
(2)

where P(A|B) is the conditional probability of event A with known evidence B assuming
that P(B) 6= 0.

The same rule can be applied to a classification problem, where A can represent class
variable y, while B is the vector of independent variables X.

The goal is to calculate class probability of a sample if the values of independent
variables are known. The naïve Bayes classification is an example of a probabilistic classifi-
cation method, which gives class probability as a result, unlike a “hard” algorithm, which
yields a directly predicted class of a sample as a result.

If the assumption of the independence of features is true, naïve Bayes classifier can
have good performance and it can learn quickly, especially with categorical variables,
which is the main advantage of this algorithm. A disadvantage is the same independence
assumption, if not true. Also, the algorithm suffers from “zero frequency” issue—if
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some categorical variable value was not present in the training set, the model will assign
zero probability.

4.1.3. K-Nearest Neighbor Method

The k-nearest neighbor method (KNN method) is a classification method that does
not produce a model [43]. This method is also known as a “lazy” algorithm because the
class is predicted at the moment of introducing a new sample (instance) by calculating
the distance from the new sample and other samples in a data set in n-dimensional space,
where n is the number of variables. After calculating all distances, only k-nearest neighbors
are considered in deciding which class the new sample belongs to by majority voting. The
most frequently used distance metric in this method is Euclidean distance. An advantage of
the KNN method is its easy implementation, as there is no training period. A disadvantage
is its slow performance with large data sets and data sets with high dimensionality.

4.1.4. Support Vector Machines

The classification problem in an n-dimensional space is actually a problem of finding
a decision boundary (linear or non-linear) that best divides samples from the training set
into predefined classes. The decision boundary in a two-dimensional space is a line and
in a three-dimensional space it is a plane, while in an n-dimensional space it is generally
a hyperplane. Y = w0 + w1x1 + w2x2 . . . + wnxn The support vector machines’ method
tries to find an optimal hyperplane that will separate the samples from the training set in
the best way so that the distance from the hyperplane and its first contiguous samples is
maximal. These closest points are called support vectors because they define the position
of the hyperplane. New samples (points) are then classified into a class based on which
side of the hyperplane they fall on.

This algorithm works well when there is a clear separating hyperplane and is effective
with high dimensional data. Disadvantages are in sensitivity to data noise and size.

4.1.5. Logistic Regression

Logistic regression uses the logistic function for classification. The reason for this lies
in its S shape (in a two-dimensional space), which enables generating a classification model
that gives the probability of class (from 0 to 1).

By using classical linear regression for binary classification where we encode the first
class as “1” and second as “0”, we can get probability values that are outside of [0, 1] range
as a result of the regression function. However, since such a solution does not make sense,
there is a need for a function that will overcome this problem, one of which is the logistic
function [44]:

l(x) =
ew0+w1x1

1 + ew0+w1x1
(3)

where w0 and w1 are weight coefficients and x1 is independent variable.
In a linear regression model, weight coefficients w0 and w1 are calculated by the least

squares’ method based on the data in the training set. This method is not suitable in a
logistic model, so the maximum likelihood method is used instead, which estimates w0
and w1 so that l(x) for positive instances is close to 1 and for negative instances close to 0.

Logistic regression strengths are in its simplicity, probability outputs, and that it is
less prone to overfitting in low-dimensional data sets. On the other hand, with high-
dimensional datasets overfitting can be an issue.

4.2. Classification Evaluation

Different classification algorithms perform differently on different data sets. There
is no “best algorithm”. Its performance depends on domain, data set characteristics, and
algorithm assumptions. That is why they need to be evaluated in each use case.
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After a classification model is built, evaluation can begin. The model is built on the
data from the training set and evaluation needs to be performed on a separate test set. Two
techniques are available for that purpose:

• Hold-out method—forming two sets before training, one of which will be used for
training and the other for validation.

• Cross validation—where validation is done on the training set by dividing the set into
k parts. The model validation is then performed k times, wherein each time k − 1
parts are used for learning and the rest of the data set for validation. In the end, the
evaluation metrics’ average is calculated.

Regardless of the method for testing that is used, there are several metrics that are
employed in classification evaluation: accuracy, precision, recall, F1 (function of precision
and recall), MAE (mean absolute error), and MSE (medium square error) [45].

4.3. Hyperparameter Optimization and Regularization

Most machine learning algorithms have parameters, which have to be determined
before the process of learning, that the researcher can tune to enhance the performance of
the model. These parameters are called hyperparameters and tuning them is part of the
regularization process that deals with the problems of overfitting (good performance on
training data) and underfitting (low performance on real data).

There are two hyperparameter optimization methods that are most frequently used [46]—
grid search and random search. Grid search works by evaluating all possible values
of hyperparameters (and their combinations) in a defined range that is chosen by the
researcher. Its main disadvantage is slowness, owing to a lot of combinations that must
be evaluated. In the random search method this problem is resolved by evaluating a
smaller, randomly chosen set of hyperparameter values. This method is faster but not
highly reliable as optimal hyperparameter values can be left out in the process.

In the decision trees ‘method, hyperparameters that are usually tuned are confidence
parameter (“cp”), minimal number of samples on a leaf (“minBucket”) and maximal tree
depth [47]. In the support vector machines, the most tuned hyperparameters include
the C parameter (complexity parameter) and a type of kernel function [48]. The KNN
method uses k and its metric distances as the hyperparameter. Logistic regression uses its
penalization parameters (Lasso and Ridge regression, or L1 and L2). All of these parameters
were tuned in our research.

5. Research Methods

This research was conducted in four phases. In the first phase a random sample of
web pages was pulled from the data source. The second phase included the rating of web
pages into three predefined classes by three different SEO experts. Next, the classification
models were built and their evaluation was performed. In the last phase, the important
factors were extracted from the built models.

5.1. Data Set Forming

The data set for this research was formed by random sampling of 600 web pages
from the DMOZ directoy (the original DMOZ, http://dmoz.org, has been out of service
since March 2017, but there are several websites with saved archives that can be used for
data download: https://dmoz-odp.org/, https://github.com/SongweiGe/Dmoz-Dataset).
DMOZ is often used in the field of information retrieval and web pages’ classification [49–51],
summarization of web page text [52–54], and keyword extraction [55].

This research focused only on web pages in the English language, but the developed
models can be applied to web pages in any language.

The DMOZ directory contains a list of websites in hierarchical categories and subcat-
egories, depending on the website topic. There are 16 categories at the top level: “Arts”,
“Business”, “Computers”, “Games”, “Health”, “Home”, “News”, “Recreation”, “Refer-
ence”, “Regional”, “Science”, “Shopping”, “Society”, “Sports”, “Kids & Teens Directory”,

http://dmoz.org
https://dmoz-odp.org/
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and “World”. Since, in our research, the category title was used as a keyword, the sample
was pulled from the category at a minimum of the third level of hierarchy. This was done
to avoid broadening of keywords that could not describe the page at the desired level
of detail. Also, since this research targeted pages in the English language, the categories
“Regional” and “World” were not included in the sampling. The “News” category was
also excluded since the websites it contains are mostly news portals, which would make it
difficult to determine keywords from the content. The number of web pages in the sample
by DMOZ categories is given in Table 1.

Table 1. Number of web pages in the sample by DMOZ categories.

Category Number of Pages

Arts 63
Business 69

Computers 58
Games 35
Health 59
Home 43

Recreation 37
Reference 31

Science 39
Shopping 59

Society 31
Sports 42

Kids & Teens 34
Total: 600

Based on the category title (minimally third level), a list of keywords for each web
page was formed. In some cases, in which the category title contained a few words, they
were split, as in the examples:

Kids_and_Teens/Entertainment/Magazines_and_E-zines/, which were transformed
into keywords: Kids, Teens, Entertainment, Magazines, E-zines.

Stop words were excluded from the category titles. If a web page was contained in
more than one category, only the first one was used (from the third level or below). The
result of this phase was a data set with 600 URLs and keywords for each of them.

5.2. Rating Web Pages

Three independent SEO experts labeled the web pages from the data set into three
predefined classes: “low SEO”, “medium SEO”, and “high SEO”, based on the given target
keywords and the SEO guidelines and according to their subjective assessment, expertise,
and beliefs. Expert 1 is owner of an SEO agency in Croatia, while Experts 2 and 3 are
employees of SEO agencies from India. This initial classification performed by the experts
was needed for the next phase—training the classifiers.

The result of this phase was a data set that contained three attributes: URL, keywords,
and the class label. The class distribution is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. The number of examples for each of the class values as labelled by three independent experts
and the aggregated number of examples (the last column) based on majority voting of the labels from
the three experts.

Class Expert 1 Expert 2 Expert 3 MOD

Low SEO 180 119 112 146
Medium SEO 307 341 341 293

High SEO 113 140 147 161
Total: 600 600 600
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The target class for each web page was set by the majority class of the three experts’
score (“MOD” column in Table 2). All the examples were assigned the majority class
label, as there were no cases where a page would be classified into three different classes
by experts.

The Kappa statistic was used for the examination of inter-rater reliability.
The obtained Kappa statistic varied between −1 and 1. The value of 1 means a perfect

agreement between the experts, value 0 means that the agreement was the same as random
agreement, and a value lower than 0 means that the agreement was worse than random.

The results of the Fleiss Kappa with three experts that was calculated on the data set
in this research are presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Fleiss Kappa statistic for three experts on 600 instances of the data set.

“Low SEO”
Class

“Medium SEO”
Class

“High SEO”
Class Average Kappa

Kappa 0.4924 0.3402 0.5469 0.4445
Variance 0.0034 0.0063 0.0034

Standard error 0.0587 0.0793 0.0585
z value 8.3932 4.2888 9.3463
p value 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000

The total average Kappa statistic was 0.4445, which can be interpreted as a good
result [56].

The weighted Kappa statistic was also calculated, with its results presented in Table 4.
From Table 4 it is evident that the agreement among the experts was relatively good. A
slightly lower level of agreements was found between Experts 1 and 3.

Table 4. Weighted Kappa statistic.

Expert 2 Expert 3

Expert 1 0.637 0.564
Expert 2 - 0.662

For agreement analysis based on ordinal data, the Kendall coefficient of concor-
dance [57] is often used in research. Its value is in range 0–1, where a value closer to 1
indicates better agreement. The value of the Kendall coefficient of concordance for this
data set was 0.611, which is considered an indication of a reasonably good concordance.

5.3. Independent Variables’ Selection

Based on the previous research [1,3–6,23,58–61], we formed a list of independent
on-page variables (Table 5). These variables were later used for the training of classification
models.

Class—experts’ rating was defined as the dependent variable. Possible values of the
class value are: “1—low SEO”, “2—medium SEO”, and “3—high SEO”. The values of
independent variables were extracted automatically by a Python script created for this
purpose. In the process of extracting keyword frequencies, a Porter stemmer was used.

The formed data set contained 600 instances described by 21 independent and 1 de-
pendent variable.

A correlation analysis between the variables showed that only a few pairs of variables
had a correlation higher than 0.5 (Mkw-Mlen, h1-h1len, h2-h2len, h3-h3len).
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Table 5. List of independent variables used in this research.

Group Variable Code Description

Page header Tlen Length of content in the HTML “title” tag (word count)

Expert 2 Tkw Keyword frequency in the HTML “title” tag
Mlen Length of content in the HTML “meta description” tag
Mkw Keyword frequency in the HTML “meta description” tag

Headings h1 Number of occurrences of HTML H1 tag
h1len Average length of content in HTML H1 tag
h1kw Keyword frequency in HTML H1 tag

h2 Number of occurrences of HTML H2 tag
h2len Average length of content in HTML H2 tag
h2kw Keyword frequency in HTML H2 tag

h3 Number of occurrences of HTML H3 tag
h3len Average length of content in HTML H3 tag
h3kw Keyword frequency in HTML H3 tag

Images alt Number of occurrences of the HTML ALT attribute in the
IMG tag (only if ALT contains content)

altkw Keyword frequency in the ALT attribute

Links linkkw Keyword frequency in the anchor text
linkout Number of outbound links

URL urllen URL length (chars)
urlkw Keyword frequency in URL

Text txtlen Text length in the page body
txtkw Keyword frequency in the page body text

5.4. Extraction of On-Page Factors

The analysis of a data set can reveal which particular factors (independent variables)
can be more important or less important in class prediction. The simplest way to achieve
that is to rank variables according to their correlation with a class variable. Another
approach is to utilize decision trees and prediction properties of a particular variable.
Measures of variable importance that are used in decision trees can also be used to rank
variables—not only those selected for branching in the tree nodes, but all the variables
that are included. Information gain is the measure used in decision trees to decide which
attribute should be split. It is calculated as a measure of entropy reduction caused by
splitting on a particular attribute. By averaging the results of multiple trees that are built
on n samples and m predictors (instead of on a full data set) we can reduce variance in
tree-based methods and gain better results. This method is called “random forest” and can
be used to detect important variables. Another method to detect important variables is
“Relief”, which is based on nearest-neighbor algorithm to assign a relevance weight to each
feature. Chi square is also a common measure of variable importance in machine learning
problems [62]. It tests the relationship between predictors (independent) and target variable
(dependent). Variable ranks obtained by these measures are shown in Table 6. The top five
values in each test are given in bold.

The variables for which highest values were obtained in most tests (correlation, in-
formation gain, chi square, relief, random forest) were: Tkw (keyword frequency in the
“title” tag), Mlen (length of the “meta description” tag), Mkw (keyword frequency in the
“meta description” tag), h1Kw (keyword frequency in the “H1” tag), and txtKw (keyword
frequency in the page body). These variables can be treated as important factors for on-
page optimization. They have also been identified in most previous research by other
authors [3–5,22,24–26].
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Table 6. Variable importance based on various tests.

Variable Correlation Information Gain Chi Square Relief Random Forest

Tlen 0.257135 0.05544402 0.3264777 2.26 × 104 21.810107
Tkw 0.426339 0.12293193 0.4786585 6.65 × 103 42.189959
Mlen 0.388327 0.20411246 0.5681143 3.15 × 104 51.131839
Mkw 0.575413 0.23275999 0.6215979 1.70 × 104 42.067928

h1 0.022324 0.03913948 0.2757038 6.64 × 101 10.321804
h1len 0.037721 0.03686936 0.2678983 −1.22 × 102 11.734166
h1kw 0.300638 0.06749659 0.3611576 7.46 × 103 15.475284

h2 0.135253 0.00000000 0.0000000 −8.69 × 103 15.867193
h2len 0.099092 0.00000000 0.0000000 −7.56 × 103 17.243045
h2kw 0.272581 0.05016715 0.3036099 1.96 × 103 13.157693

h3 0.077233 0.00000000 0.0000000 4.78 × 103 7.044129
h3len 0.057554 0.00000000 0.0000000 −4.67 × 103 7.638001
h3kw 0.182965 0.04004664 0.2710277 −5.10 × 103 4.511746

alt 0.123755 0.00000000 0.0000000 −3.28 × 103 8.791717
altKw 0.244176 0.04367333 0.2905980 −2.45 × 102 5.516950

linkKw 0.277557 0.05469602 0.3335990 2.80 × 103 12.373683
linkOut 0.082039 0.00000000 0.0000000 7.93 × 101 13.193339
urlLen 0.013055 0.00000000 0.0000000 6.23 × 103 1.648894
urlKw 0.210249 0.05061797 0.3141724 −7.25 × 103 11.379830
txtLen 0.002467 0.03307188 0.2336873 1.23 × 103 6.708839
txtKw 0.268072 0.09057668 0.4262453 9.74 × 103 31.804311

6. Evaluation Results

The model evaluation was conducted by the hold-out method and cross validation.
In the hold-out method, two-thirds of the data set were used for training the model and
one-third for its validation. For cross validation, a method of 10-fold nested cross validation
was used (with 10 iterations in the inner loop and 10 in the outer loop).

For training the classification models, an R tool with the MLR (https://github.com/
mlr-org/mlr, accessed October 2018) package was used. The training was performed by
means of five classification algorithms: decision trees, SVM (Support Vector Machine),
Naïve Bayes, kNN, and logistic regression [40], using the classification accuracy as the
evaluation measure. All classifier hyperparameters were tuned with the grid search method.
The data were normalized with the min-max method. In cross validation a stratification
method was used.

Table 7 summarizes the hyperparameter tuning results and accuracy obtained by two
validation methods.

Table 7. Optimal values of hyperparameters.

Classifier Hyperparameters
Optimal Values

Accuracy—Holdout
Method

Accuracy—10-Folds
Cross Validation

Decision trees C = 0.49, M = 16 65.67% 67.53%
Naïve Bayes - 58.71% 54.69%

KNN K = 45, p = 2 65.17% 69.67%
SVM C = 7.74× 103, σ = 0.000464 62.68% 66.18%

Logistic regression C = 2 62.19% 62.99%

To analyze the suitability of the data set size, a learning curve was created and plotted
for each of the classifiers, as shown in Figure 2.

https://github.com/mlr-org/mlr
https://github.com/mlr-org/mlr
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From Figure 2 one can observe that the accuracy steeply grew, up to about 50% of the
training set size, which indicates that the data set size utilized in this research was suitable.

To confirm our research hypothesis, the results of all the five classifiers were com-
pared with the baseline accuracy. In machine learning, the baseline model represents the
simplest possible model. In classification tasks this is the proportion of the class with most
observations. This algorithm is also commonly known as “ZeroR” or “0-R” algorithm, and
its accuracy is used as point of reference when comparing performance of other machine
learning algorithms. In regression, this can be one of the central tendency statistics. In
our case, the baseline accuracy was the proportion of the major class in a data set, that
is, the second class or “medium SEO”. The majority class was observed in 293 out of
600 instances, which accounts for 48.83% of the data set. In 10-folds’ cross validation, the
average accuracy of all the five classifiers was above this threshold, which is shown in the
box plots in Figure 3. The red line in Figure 3 represents baseline accuracy (48.83%). The
central line in the boxes represents the median and the dot represents the average. The
median (and average) values for all the classifiers are above the red line, which, according
to [63], indicates confirmation of the set hypothesis: The classification models built for
classification of web pages according to their SEO optimization level had a greater accuracy
than classification in the majority class. Nevertheless, the ultimate testing of this hypothe-
sis needs to be performed by means of statistical tests to provide statistically significant
conclusions.

For comparing more classifiers on one data set, parametric and non-parametric
tests [64] for dependent samples can be used. The most common parametric test is t-test,
which requires distribution normality. Since, in this research, meeting that requirement
was mostly not possible, non-parametric tests—McNemar’s and Wilcoxon were used.

The McNemar test is suitable when there is a separate data set for validation (different
than the training set) and is, therefore, not applicable when cross validation is used [65].
As a consequence, in this research we were able to conduct the McNemar’s tests only in the
hold-out validation method. This test requires building contingency tables for each pair of
classifiers—in our case between classificatory and baseline accuracy. The test results are
given in Table 8.
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Table 8. Results of the McNemar test for comparison of used classification algorithms with baseline
classification in the majority class.

Classifier Contingency Table McNemar X2 p-Value

J48
35 68

9.9417 0.00161635 66

SVM
35 68

6.75 0.00937540 61

LogReg 40 63
5.703 0.0169438 63

KNN
44 59

5.6277 0.0176835 66

NaiveBayes 36 67
0.28346 0.594460 41

The McNemar test statistic X2 should be greater than 3.841 (X2 distribution with
1 degree of freedom and α = 0.05) to be able to conclude with a 95% confidence that the
accuracy of classification is significantly different than baseline accuracy. The tests showed
that this was the case for all the tested classifiers except for Naïve Bayes, which showed
worse results.

The Wilcoxon signed-rank test is another non-parametric test that can point out the
differences (or similarities) between distributions of two samples from the same population.
It is known as an alternative to the parametric t-test because it does not require a condition
of normal distribution to be met. It is calculated so that first all the differences between the
matching values of the variables are calculated, which are then ranked from the smallest
to the largest, ignoring polarity, and summing positive and negative ranks (W+ and W−).
Then the minimum W = min (W−, W+) is chosen, which represents the Wilcoxon value.

If the number of observations (n) is smaller or equals 25 [64], then the p-value is
searched in the Wilcoxon table of critical values and compared with the value of W to
decide whether the null hypothesis is to be rejected. If n is larger than 25, then the normality
of distribution can be assumed, and z-statistic can be calculated.
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Considering the results of 10-folds’ cross validation of classifiers (n = 10), the W value
was calculated for each pair of classificatory baseline accuracy. The obtained p-values are
shown in Table 9.

Table 9. Results of the Wilcox signed-rank test of 10-folds’ cross validation for comparison of used
classification algorithms with baseline classification in the majority class.

Baseline
Accuracy J48 Knn SVM LogReg N.Bayes

1 0.48 0.59 0.73 0.63 0.63 0.49
2 0.70 0.73 0.62 0.59 0.53
3 0.68 0.67 0.57 0.68 0.68
4 0.62 0.68 0.64 0.65 0.53
5 0.75 0.78 0.69 0.62 0.50
6 0.71 0.75 0.75 0.67 0.43
7 0.65 0.63 0.58 0.58 0.54
8 0.58 0.65 0.68 0.68 0.63
9 0.75 0.63 0.74 0.60 0.61

10 0.73 0.70 0.72 0.58 0.52
Average 0.48 0.68 0.69 0.66 0.63 0.55

W 55 55 55 55 52
p 0.001953 0.001953 0.001953 0.001953 0.009766

The p-values in Table 9 show that all the tested classifiers scored significantly better
than baseline accuracy. Somewhat worse results were obtained for Naïve Bayes, but still
significantly better in comparison to baseline accuracy. This confirmed our hypothesis.

For analyzing the differences between classification accuracy of the built classification
models, the Friedman test was used [66]. It is a non-parametric test that is known as an
alternative to the parametric ANOVA test. By using the Friedman test, the existence of a
significant difference in the accuracy of the built classification models was confirmed at the
significance level of 0.05 (p = 0.0051). The additional post hoc Nemenyi test was used to
determine between which pairs of classifiers the significant differences existed [67]. The
results are shown in Table 10.

Table 10. Comparison of differences between pairs of classification models by Nemenyi test
(p-values).

J48 NaiveBayes KNN SVM

NaiveBayes 0.0377 - - -
KNN 0.9692 0.0048 - -
SVM 0.9986 0.0808 0.8896 -

LogReg 0.8267 0.3925 0.4357 0.9371

From these results one can observe that significant differences exist between Naïve
Bayes and j48 decision tree algorithm (p < 0.05) and between Naïve Bayes and KNN.

7. Discussion

In previous research by other authors, there have been many attempts to identify
relevant factors that affect ranking on search engines. In our research, machine learning
classifiers and experts’ knowledge were used to identify these factors and predict the on-
page SEO quality of a web page. The built classification models showed accuracy between
54.69% and 69.67% in predicting the on-page SEO quality (degree of adjustments to the
SEO guidelines).

Ranking factors identified using experts’ knowledge and machine learning in this
study confirmed previous research—having keywords in page title, meta tag, H1 tag,
and text body of the web page is important in the SEO process. By further investigating
variables of pages in “high SEO” class, we can identify keyword frequencies used by pages
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in this class: For title, meta tag, and H1 this is 1–3 and for body text it is 2–4 keywords.
The average length of page title was eight words, meta description was 10, and H1 was six
words. Previous studies report similar results [3–5,22]. This shows that by using expert
knowledge to classify pages we can also find preferred values of ranking factors.

Following the same principle, by exploring variables of pages in “low SEO” category,
we could find patterns that are undesirable in SEO process. However, since our data set
is small, and most of the pages in the “low SEO” class had zero values in independent
variables, we believe that, for making such research, further variables should be introduced
or the size of data set must be increased.

8. Conclusions

Search engine optimization of web pages involves the processes of optimizing page
content and getting the most quality backlinks. In this research, a machine learning
approach in identifying the degree of a web page adjustment to the SEO guidelines was
explored. Classifiers were trained on a data set of 600 pages randomly selected from the
DMOZ directory and marked (classified) by three independent SEO experts into three
predefined categories: “low SEO”, “medium SEO”, and “high SEO”. By testing five major
classifiers (decision trees, Naïve Bayes, logistic regression, KNN, and SVM) the models
gained accuracy greater (between 54.69% and 69.67%) than the baseline accuracy (48.83%),
which represented the “medium SEO” majority class. In this research, we confirmed that by
using machine learning classification algorithms learned on the basis of experts’ knowledge
it is possible to predict the adjustment of a web page to the SEO guidelines. Further, a
decision tree algorithm was used for extraction of factors relevant for SEO. The data set
formed in this research can be used in further SEO research on-page ranking factors.

The methods used in this study were not search engine and language specific. The
same methods can be utilized to target a specific search engine if SEO experts are instructed
to classify web pages according to that search engine and can be applied to different
languages provided that an algorithm for stemming or lemmatization has been developed
for that language.

This research shows how machine learning can be used to detect web page SEO
quality and bring insights into the important factors. Methods used in this research can
help in building automated or semi-automated software for supporting SEO work, like
during an SEO audit to detect pages that need work, suggesting optimal factor values, or
detecting spammy pages with black-hat tricks. The dataset formed in this study can be
used in further research on SEO factors or classification methods of web pages. Future
work may include using other machine learning methods or using off-page factors that
were not covered in this research. Also, using more SEO experts or more target classes
in page labelling process could yield better results. The authors hope that this research
will impact SEO agencies and SEO software developers by encouraging them to utilize
machine learning models in their work to automate on-page-related tasks.
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